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The energy demand upon the substation in a day is therefore
"1000 X Eff.
The average load on the station in kilowatts during the day is
L =
T	=
Hours operation per day
If it were not for the excessive current taken during the accel-
eration period as compared with the full speed running current,
the maximum load on the station might be determined by multi-
plying the average power required per car (average ordinate of
the kilowatt time diagram, Fig. 23) by the maximum, number of
cars operating upon a single substation section at any one time.
This method will usually give too low a maximum demand, how-
ever, and it is therefore necessary to find the maximum number
of cars starting simultaneously on a single section. For such
cars the maximum ordinate of the power time curve, Fig. 23,
must be used together with the average ordinate of the curves of
such other cars as may be running upon the section at the same
time. To determine correctly the number of cars starting at any
one time a. great deal of judgment and knowledge of local con-
ditions is necessary in addition to a familiarity with the train
schedule. If there be a siding located on the section it is safe to
assume at least two cars starting simultaneously.
While this method of determining average and maximum loads
upon a substation has been successfully used in practice, espe-
cially where preliminary estimates only were involved and the
runs between stations on a given section were quite similar in all
respects, the more detailed method outlined below is usually
finally adopted.
A series of speed, current, and kilowatt time curves are plotted
for the entire road, one curve for each run between stations.    If
more than one class of service, such as local, limited, freight, etc.,
"\	is proposed, a similar series of curves must be plotted for each.
[	From the kilowatt time curves it is possible to scale off the area
1	representing the energy taken by the car or train during any
I	particular interval of time throughout -the run.    The combined
I	areas of all these curves may readily be expressed in terms of
\	kilowatt hours per run or, better, the portion of the run which is
\	shown by the time abscissa and train schedule to be on a given
I
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